1 Introduction
==============

Post-translational modification (PTM) is a pivotal mechanism of regulating cellular functions by the covalent and generally enzymatic modification, which plays vital roles in regulating various biological processes, e.g. gene expression, cell division and cell signaling ([@bty1051-B43]). As one of the most well studied PTMs, protein phosphorylation usually phosphorylated on serine (S), threonine (T) and tyrosine (Y) residues, and it is fundamental for regulating cellular process such as DNA repair, growth, motility, metabolism and cell cycle control ([@bty1051-B27]; [@bty1051-B32]; [@bty1051-B41]). There are evidences showing that more than 30% of eukaryotic proteins can be phosphorylated, and half of them closely relate to different kinds of diseases, especially cancer ([@bty1051-B43]).

Due to the significance of phosphorylation in understanding biological systems of proteins and guidance to basic biomedical drug design, researches on phosphorylation were booming in the last decades. And numerous trials including experimental methods and computational prediction strategies have been made to identify phosphorylation sites ([@bty1051-B18]; [@bty1051-B37]; [@bty1051-B40]; [@bty1051-B42]). Conventional biological experimental identification methods including low-throughput 32P-labeling ([@bty1051-B2]; [@bty1051-B3]) and high throughput Mass Spectrometry techniques can annotate phosphorylation sites accurately, therefore accumulating a large number of phosphorylation examples. However, traditional experimental methods are labor-intensive and time-consuming especially applied in verifying huge amounts of candidate phosphorylation sites ([@bty1051-B28]; [@bty1051-B44]; [@bty1051-B48]). Alternately, computational approaches are becoming popular to deal with the difficulties of experimental strategies.

To date, there are more than 40 computational methods for identifying phosphorylation sites, and a considerable number of them are based on machine learning algorithms including Support Vector Machine ([@bty1051-B18]), Bayesian decision theory ([@bty1051-B51]), logistic regression ([@bty1051-B24]) and Random forest ([@bty1051-B12]). For example, [@bty1051-B13] proposed an algorithm called Musite, which uses protein disorder scores as well as local amino acid sequences frequencies and k-nearest neighbor features to further improve the prediction accuracy. [@bty1051-B52] proposed a Markov cluster algorithm based method, Group-based Prediction System (GPS), which uses an amino acid substitution matrix to predict kinase-specific phosphorylation sites.

These computational methods and tools promote the understanding on phosphorylation and have efficient improvement on performance. However, the majority of them perform a three-stage classification using multiple sequence based features, such as protein disorder, physicochemical properties or extra domain knowledge ([@bty1051-B13]; [@bty1051-B52]). Generally, the first stage is to generate all the features using additional tools, but not all of these features would be used in final prediction for the large number of features and the redundancy among features ([@bty1051-B12]; [@bty1051-B47]). So these predictors choose some crucial and effective features in the second stage. Finally, applying the selected features to the machine learning algorithm for the discriminative classification. Although these methods have achieved good performance, they rely on the ranking of important features to identify the phosphorylation sites, and this situation may bring over optimization and cause bias in evaluation ([@bty1051-B46]). Recently, deep learning has made breakthrough on image recognition ([@bty1051-B7]), natural language understanding and sentiment analysis ([@bty1051-B8]). A distinctive advantage of deep learning lies on the fact that instead of choosing features manually, it can automatically discover complex patterns and capture the high level abstraction adaptively from the training data, which seems to be an attractive solution for the challenge of phosphorylation site prediction.

So far, a number of deep learning-based explorations have been successfully undertaken in different bioinformatics areas ([@bty1051-B1]; [@bty1051-B39]). For example, to predict DNA and RNA targets of binding proteins, Babak *et al.* proposed a novel method called DeepBind ([@bty1051-B1]) that is established upon convolution neural network (CNN), and the results suggest that CNN has stable ability for abstract sequence representation and motif discovery. Indeed, deep learning is attractive for PTM site prediction. For example, Muscadel ([@bty1051-B6]) successfully applies long short-term memory (LSTM) recurrent neural networks (RNNs) to predict eight types of lysine PTMs, and DeepNitro ([@bty1051-B49]) uses multi-layer deep neural network to predict nitration and nitrosylation sites. As a pioneer approach for phosphorylation site prediction, Wang *et al.* lately presented Musitedeep ([@bty1051-B44]) that adopts a multi-layer CNN architecture to discover complex sequential representation automatically. By comprehensive analysis of various results obtained by MusiteDeep and other competitive methods, the CNN architecture is shown to be superior to the traditional methods, which inspires further comprehensive exploration and more carefully designed CNN architectures that hold the promise of performance improvement in predicting phosphorylation sites.

In this work, we present a novel multi-layer CNN architecture, DeepPhos, to accurately predict phosphorylation sites with protein sequential information. Different from aforementioned deep learning methods, DeepPhos consists of so-called densely connected CNN (DC-CNN) blocks in which convolutional layers are connected to each other simultaneously via intra block concatenation layers (Intra-BCL), to not only efficiently enhance the flow of phosphorylation information but also integrate different levels of representations extracted by convolutional layers. Meanwhile, multiple DC-CNN blocks with distinct window and filter sizes are adopted to capture the vital sequence representations of protein phosphorylation sites automatically, which are further integrated by an inter block concatenation layer (Inter-BCL) to make final prediction. To evaluate the performance of DeepPhos, we collected plenty of verified phosphorylation examples from several databases, which are used to train and valuate the models. The evaluation results reveal that DeepPhos outperforms existing methods in general phosphorylation prediction. In addition, our architecture can be successfully applied to a series of kinase-specific phosphorylation site prediction tasks varying from kinase group level to individual kinase level by layer transfer from a base general DeepPhos model. Further evaluation also demonstrates DeepPhos has better performance for kinase-specific phosphorylation site prediction.

2 Materials and methods
=======================

2.1 Overview
------------

DeepPhos is a novel deep learning architecture for phosphorylation site prediction, and the working flow of DeepPhos is described in [Supplementary Figure S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [Figure 1a](#bty1051-F1){ref-type="fig"}. First, all verified data from multiple databases was used to construct the dataset for deep learning models. The dataset construction including data collection and pre-processing is illustrated in Section 2.2. The following procedures consists of training of DeepPhos for general and kinase-specific prediction at group, family, subfamily and individual kinase level, which were evaluated on independent test data for performance assessment. The details of architecture and training process for general and kinase-specific prediction are introduced in Subsection 2.3. Subsection 2.4 is the performance assessment adopted in this study.

![DeepPhos overall framework. (**a**) The working flow of kinase-specific phosphorylation site prediction in DeepPhoos. (**b**) The network layout of the DeepPhos approach. The raw sequences are transformed into a set of sequence features by one-hot codings. Intra-BCLs between two convolutional layers in each DC-CNN block are designed for connecting previous and current feature maps as shown by the different colorful arrows, in which feature maps are concatenated in the feature dimension. $S_{1}$ in the convolutional layers refers to the width of the filters used in convolutional operation, D represents the number of filters used in convolutional layers, and $S_{k} \times D'$ refers to the size of output feature maps. The representations generated by multi-blocks are further integrated by inter-BCL and transformed to FC layer (*n* represents the number of neurons), and finally generate the phosphorylation prediction by softmax function (Color version of this figure is available at *Bioinformatics* online.)](bty1051f1){#bty1051-F1}

2.2 Data collection and pre-processing
--------------------------------------

To ensure the high quality of data, we collected the experimentally verified phosphorylation sites of human proteins from several databases including Phospho.ELM ([@bty1051-B9]), PhosphositePlus ([@bty1051-B16]), HPRD ([@bty1051-B36]), dbPTM (version 3.0) ([@bty1051-B29]) and SysPTM ([@bty1051-B26]). For general site prediction, we removed all repetitive items from different databases, then the CD-HIT tool ([@bty1051-B19]) with similarity threshold of 40% ([@bty1051-B35]) was applied to phosphorylation proteins to reduce the sequence redundancy of phosphorylation proteins and avoid model overfitting. Finally 12 810 protein sequences were reserved for further general phosphorylation site prediction in this work. Next, we extracted all experimentally verified phosphorylation sites for S/T sites and Y sites from those filtered proteins sequences as positive examples, the number of S/T sites and Y sites is 140 120 and 27 691, respectively. As for negative examples, we randomly selected a subset of the other S/T and Y sites to match the number of positive examples ([@bty1051-B14]). For kinase-specific prediction, similar pre-processing procedure was used and we then cluster all the 8130 phosphorylation sites with kinase annotations into group, family, subfamily and individual kinase levels as described in previous study ([@bty1051-B52]). Meanwhile, a common performance evaluation strategy used in deep learning methods for sequence analysis was adopted in this study, which separates the dataset into strictly non-overlapping training, validation and independent test randomly ([@bty1051-B33]; [@bty1051-B55]). In this way, the training dataset is used to adjust the weights of the model, and the validation dataset is used to avoid overfitting ([@bty1051-B33]). The independent test data (∼10% for general and ∼20% for kinase-specific sites) is used to assess the performance of DeepPhos and compare with other phosphorylation predictors ([@bty1051-B21]; [@bty1051-B25]). The detailed description of training dataset and independent dataset can be found in [Supplementary Materials](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

2.3 Training of DeepPhos model
------------------------------

DeepPhos is a novel CNN architecture, which can map the local protein sequence to a high dimensional continuous representation by a series of non-liner transformation and finally generate the classification results of phosphorylation sites. Instead of using common multi-layer CNN directly, DeepPhos utilizes different DC-CNN blocks ([Fig. 1b](#bty1051-F1){ref-type="fig"}) that could efficiently ensure the critical protein sequence information for phosphorylation prediction. More details of the architecture are described as below:

For a local protein sequence *x*, the input of DeepPhos with totally *K* DC-CNN blocks is a set of sequence features $E^{k} \in R^{L_{k} \times I}$ for DC-CNN block *k*$\left( k = 1,~2,\ldots,K \right.$), with *I* and *L~k~* being the size of the amino acid symbol dictionary and the corresponding local window size of phosphorylation sites, respectively. In this study, we code protein sequences by one-hot encoding scheme, and therefore *I* is set to 21 ([@bty1051-B22]). We carefully explored various configurations of DC-CNN blocks with distinct window sizes in the task of phosphorylation site prediction and finally develop an efficient network architecture with *K *=* *3 and window sizes of 15, 33 and 51, which have been previously proposed for phosphorylation site ([@bty1051-B4]; [@bty1051-B47]; [@bty1051-B51]) for DC-CNN block 1, 2 and 3, respectively.

The convolutional layers in each DC-CNN block perform one-dimension convolution operation along the protein sequence length ([@bty1051-B22]) ([Supplementary Fig. S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) and generate corresponding values, which are then applied to activation function $а_{k}$ (here we use ReLU), in order to activate the neurons and realize the non-linear transformation. For DC-CNN block *k*, the feature maps generated by the first convolutional layer are defined as: $$h_{1}^{k} = \alpha_{k}(W^{k}E^{k} + b_{1}^{k})$$ where $W^{k}~$represents the weight matrix with the size of $I \times S_{k} \times D$, $I \times S_{k}$ is the size of filters and $S_{k}$=3, 7, 13 for *k *=* *1, 2, 3, *D* is the number of filters and $b_{1}^{k~}$ refers to the bias item. In order to reduce the risk of overfitting in training, dropout is used in each convolutional layer, which abandons some neurons randomly after convolution layer.

To enhance the flow of phosphorylation information in the DC-CNN blocks of DeepPhos, we introduce Intra-BCLs that connect all previous convolutional layers with subsequent convolutional layers ([Fig. 1b](#bty1051-F1){ref-type="fig"}). Consequently, the input of the *i*th convolutional layer receives the feature maps as the concatenation of sequence feature and the output of all previous layers, which can help to transfer the abstraction of previous layers with different levels to current layer as the network becomes deep ([@bty1051-B17]). Accordingly, the output feature maps of the *i*th convolutional layer in DC-CNN block *k* are concatenated along the feature dimension, which can be calculated as follows: $$h_{i}^{k} = а_{k}\left( {W_{i}^{k}\left\lbrack {E^{k},h_{1,}^{k}\ldots,h_{i - 1}^{k}} \right\rbrack + b_{i}^{k}} \right),2 \leq i \leq C$$ where $h_{i - 1}^{k}$ refers to the feature maps produced in the (*i−*1)th convolutional layer, $W_{i}^{k} \in \mathbb{R}^{D \times S_{k} \times D\prime}$ with $D^{'}$ is the total number of filters for convolutional layer 1 to *i* and *C* is the number of convolutional layers in each DC-CNN block and is set to 5 in this study.

After generating the sequence representations of protein phosphorylation sites using different DC-CNN blocks, they are further integrated by an Inter-BCL in DeepPhos ([Fig. 1b](#bty1051-F1){ref-type="fig"}) that performs concatenation along the first dimension as follows: $$h_{f} = \left\lbrack {\alpha_{k}(h_{C}^{1}),\ldots,\alpha_{k}(h_{C}^{k})} \right\rbrack$$ where $h_{C}^{k}$ represents the feature maps produced by convolutional layer *C* in the *k*th DC-CNN block. In this way, multiple feature maps are concatenated and then transformed to one-dimensional tensor $h_{f}^{'} \in R^{d}$ by a flatten layer. After that fully connect neural network is applied to generate the input of final softmax function, $f_{c} = h_{f}W^{f}$, $W_{f} \in \mathbb{R}^{d \times n}$ and *n* is the number of neurons. Finally, the prediction score of phosphorylation is calculated as follows: $$P\left( {y = 1\left| x \right.} \right) = \frac{1}{1 + e^{- f_{c}W_{c}}}$$ where $W_{c} \in \mathbb{R}^{f_{c} \times q}$, *q* represents the number of categories to be predicted, and$~P\left( {y  =  1} \middle| x \right)$ is between 0 and 1. In this study, the phosphorylation prediction task is a binary classification problem, so the scores of non-phosphorylation can be formulated as: $$P\left( {y = 0\left| x \right.} \right) = 1 - P\left( {y = 1\left| x \right.} \right).$$

The standard cross-entropy for binary classification problem is adopted as cost function to minimize the training error: $$L_{C} = - \frac{1}{N}\sum\limits_{j = 1}^{N}y^{j}\ln P(y^{j} = 1\left| x^{j} \right.) + (1 - y^{j})\ln P(y^{j} = 0\left| x^{j} \right.)$$ where *N* refers to the total number of training examples, $x^{j}$ refers to the *j*th input local sequence and $y^{j}$ refers to corresponding phosphorylation status label of the *j*th input sequence. In addition, to relieve the overfitting, L2 regularization is adopted in training, thus the final objective function of DeepPhos is defined as: $$\min_{W}\, L_{c} + \lambda\sum{(\left\| W \right\|_{2})}^{2}$$ where *λ* is the regularization coefficient, and $\left\| W \right\|_{2}~$means the L2 norm of weight matrix. In this study, mini batch strategy is used during training process, which divides the training dataset into several parts according to the mini-batches for each epoch stochastically. We choose Adam optimizer, a widely used optimizer that can adjust learning rate automatically.

DeepPhos can be applied to phosphorylation site prediction including general and kinase-specific prediction at group, family, subfamily or individual kinase level. To this end, for general phosphorylation site prediction, all available S/T and Y phosphorylation sites data are used to train deep learning models. On the other hand, training of deep learning models for kinase-specific phosphorylation site prediction is more challenging as currently most of the verified phosphorylation sites lack corresponding kinase annotation ([@bty1051-B44]). To address this issue, we first trained and validated a base deep learning model $M_{p}$ by phosphorylation data without kinase annotation. Afterwards, we further fine-tuned $M_{p}$ to obtain final deep learning model$~M_{t}$ using kinase-specific training and validation data ([Fig. 1b](#bty1051-F1){ref-type="fig"}). In this study, we adopted a transfer learning fine-tuning strategy called layer transfer ([@bty1051-B53]), to transfer the network in $M_{p}$ including convolutional layers for all DC-CNN blocks, Intra-CBLs/Inter-CBLs, as well as the learned weight matrices and bias items associated with the convolutional layers.

2.4 Performance evaluation
--------------------------

To assess the performance of phosphorylation site prediction, several commonly used statistical measurements are employed in this study, including sensitivity (Sn), specificity (Sp), overall accuracy (Acc), precision (Pre), Matthew's correlation coefficient (MCC) and *F*1 scores. The detailed definitions are: $$Sn = \frac{TP}{\text{TP} + \text{FN}}$$$$\text{Sp} = \frac{\text{TN}}{\text{TP} + \text{FP}}$$$$\text{Pre} = \frac{\text{TP}}{\text{TP} + \text{FP}}$$$$\text{Acc} = \frac{\text{TP} + \text{TN}}{\text{TP} + \text{TN} + \text{FP} + \text{FN}}$$$$\text{MCC} = \frac{\text{TP} \times \text{TN} - \text{FP} \times \text{FN}}{\sqrt{\left( {\text{TP} + \text{FN}} \right) \times \left( {\text{TP} + \text{FP}} \right) \times \left( {\text{TN} + \text{FN}} \right) \times \left( {\text{TN} + \text{FP}} \right)}}$$$$F1 = \frac{2 \times \text{Pre} \times \text{Sn}}{\text{Pre} + \text{Sn}}.$$

Here, TP is the number of positive samples correct classified in prediction, and TN represents the number of negative samples correct classified by predictors. FP and FN represent the numbers of positive or negative samples that classified by mistake, respectively. Therefore, Sn refers to the percentage of true positive samples correct classified by predictors, and similarly, Sp is the percentage of true negative samples. Pre represents the ratio of true positive samples that generated by predictors, MCC indicates the balance quality of positive and negative data, *F*1 score is a metric that comprehensively considers precision and recall. Furthermore, we also used receiver-operating characteristic (ROC) curve as well as the area under ROC curve (AUC) to assess the overall performance, the closer ROC curve to the left corner, the closer the AUC value to 1, which demonstrates that the overall performance is better.

3 Results
=========

3.1 Evaluation of DeepPhos for general phosphorylation site prediction
----------------------------------------------------------------------

In this section, we first compared DeepPhos with different deep learning network architectures including CNN ([@bty1051-B23]), RNN, fully connected neural network (FCNN) and LSTM on the independent test data as described in Section 2.2. The AUC values of these methods on residues S/T and Y were listed in [Supplementary Table S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. In general, DeepPhos obtained higher AUC values than other deep learning architectures, showing that DeepPhos had better overall performance. For example, on Y sites, the AUC value of our architecture is 71.58%, which has 3.14, 2.81, 3.66 and 3.82% improvement over CNN, RNN, LSTM and FCNN, respectively. In addition to AUC values, Sn, Sp, Acc, MCC and *F*1 score were also calculated in this study to evaluate the performance of DeepPhos. Here, we followed the study of [@bty1051-B28] to set the Sp threshold at the high and medium stringency level =95 and 90%, respectively. Details of these measurements about S/T and Y sites were listed in [Table 1](#bty1051-T1){ref-type="table"} and [Supplementary Table S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. It is obvious that DeepPhos consistently achieved higher performance on all the measurements than other deep learning architectures. For S/T sites, Sn, Acc, MCC, Pre values and *F*1 score of the prediction performance of DeepPhos at the high-stringency level are 33.86, 64.43, 36.48, 87.13 and 48.77%, respectively. Among the other methods, the performance of LSTM is better than FCNN, RNN and CNN at the medium and high-stringency level. For example, the Sn value of LSTM is 31.44%, while the values of FCNN, RNN and CNN are 23.77, 26.98 and 30.19%, respectively. However, the performance of LSTM is not as good as other deep learning architectures on Y sites, indicating that LSTM may not be an ideal architecture for phosphorylation site prediction. In comparison with other architectures, DeepPhos achieves prediction performance with Sn of 18.59%, Acc of 56.79%, MCC of 21.05%, Pre of 78.76% and *F*1 score of 30.08% on Y sites at the high-stringency level. In short, DeepPhos achieved better overall performance than other deep learning architectures on S/T and Y sites, suggesting that DeepPhos is an efficient deep learning framework that suitable for phosphorylation site prediction. In addition, [Supplementary Figure S3](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} shows that the performance of the independent test data is similar to that obtained by 10-fold cross-validation as following previous study ([@bty1051-B10]).

###### 

Performance of different architectures on S/T **sites** at the medium and high-stringency levels

  Stringency     Measure   DeepPhos    FCNN    RNN     LSTM    CNN
  ------------ ----------- ----------- ------- ------- ------- -------
  Sp=90%          Sn(%)    **47.80**   37.95   40.75   45.21   43.77
  Acc(%)        **68.90**  63.98       65.37   67.60   66.89   
  MCC(%)        **41.69**  32.74       35.32   39.37   38.09   
  Pre(%)        **82.70**  79.15       80.28   81.88   81.40   
  F1(%)         **60.58**  51.30       54.06   58.25   56.93   
  Sp=95%          Sn(%)    **33.86**   23.77   26.98   31.44   30.19
  Acc(%)        **64.43**  59.39       60.99   63.22   62.59   
  MCC(%)        **36.48**  26.75       29.98   34.25   33.06   
  Pre(%)        **87.13**  82.62       84.36   86.28   85.77   
  F1(%)         **48.77**  36.92       40.88   46.09   44.66   

*Note:* Best performing method in bold.

To further assess the performance of DeepPhos, we compared DeepPhos with several existing tools for prediction of general phosphorylation sites using independent test data. For general phosphorylation prediction on S/T and Y sites, several well-known predictors including NetPhos3.0 ([@bty1051-B4]), PPSP ([@bty1051-B51]), Musite ([@bty1051-B13]) and MusiteDeep ([@bty1051-B44]) were used to make comparison. In general, DeepPhos achieved higher performance than other four predictors. For Y sites, the AUC value of DeepPhos is 71.58%, which is 15.51, 7.49, 17.58 and 4.98% higher than NetPhos3.0, PPSP, Musite and MusiteDeep, respectively. As for S/T sites, NetPhos3.0, PPSP, Musite and MusiteDeep predictors achieve AUC value of 63.18, 74.14, 57.94 and 77.58%, respectively, while DeepPhos obtains a better performance than these predictors with AUC value of 80.43%. Furthermore, we also calculated the Sn, Pre, Acc, MCC and *F*1 score of all compared predictors, and the bar graphs of these predictors are displayed in [Figure 2](#bty1051-F2){ref-type="fig"}. We find that Musite has satisfied Pre values, but other measurements are not as good as other predictors when predicting Y sites. PPSP, NetPhos3.0 and MusiteDeep have a good balance of prediction performance. Consistent with previous study ([@bty1051-B44]), deep learning-based MusiteDeep shows better performance compared with other predictors. Take Y site as an example, the performance of MusiteDeep at medium level are Sn of 24.95%, Acc of 57.48%, MCC of 19.70%, Pre of 71.41% and *F*1 score of 36.98%. In comparison, DeepPhos further improves the prediction performance and the corresponding Sn, Acc, MCC, Pre and *F*1 score reach 30.11, 60.06, 25.13, 75.09 and 42.99%, respectively. These results show that with the novel deep learning architecture, DeepPhos compared favorably with existing predictors in general phosphorylation prediction.

![Performance comparison of different predictors for general phosphorylation S/T and Y sites prediction at the high and medium stringency levels. The left field represents the Sp values of 90%, the right part represents the Sp of 95%. The upper rows refer to the performance of Y sites, the rows under refer to the S/T sites. The Sn, Acc, MCC, Pre and *F*1 represent the different measurements (Color version of this figure is available at *Bioinformatics* online.)](bty1051f2){#bty1051-F2}

3.2 Comparison with existing tools for kinase-specific phosphorylation site prediction
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

In this session, we compared DeepPhos with some existing predictors for kinase-specific prediction including PPSP, GPS and MusiteDeep based on independent test data. In consistent with previous studies ([@bty1051-B44]; [@bty1051-B50]), we selected some kinase groups, families, subfamilies and individual kinases on S/T and Y sites with the largest sample sizes for performance assessment. We compared with MusiteDeep only in family level on S/T sites for MusiteDeep can be applied to predict kinase families ([@bty1051-B44]). [Figure 3](#bty1051-F3){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary Figure S4](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} display the ROC curves with the corresponding AUC values of different predictors. From the results, DeepPhos achieved comparable or better performance than other predictors. Take group CMGC as an example, the AUC value of DeepPhos is 91.85%, while PPSP and GPS have the AUC value of 82.12 and 83.23%, respectively. As for group CAMK, DeepPhos obtains the AUC value of 90.92%, while the corresponding AUC of PPSP and GPS are 71.26 and 70.57%, respectively. Also, as shown in [Supplementary Figure S4](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, the AUC value of group AGC, Atypical and TK of DeepPhos are 88.43, 83.20 and 82.04%, respectively, which are higher than other methods. Take family CDK as an example, DeepPhos achieves the AUC value of 95.98%, which has an improvement of 3.01, 9.88 and 5.53% compared with MusiteDeep, PPSP and GPS. As for subfamily CDC2, the performance of both GPS and DeepPhos are significantly better than PPSP, which achieve the AUC values of 91.08 and 93.60%, respectively. For prediction of subfamily and individual kinase level, GPS also achieved good performance with high AUC values. For example, the performance of subfamily CDC2, subfamily ERK1, kinase CK2a1 and kinase CDK1 are AUC of 91.08, 92.36, 84.43 and 91.8%, respectively. In comparison, DeepPhos achieved comparable or better AUC values than GPS.

![ROC curves of DeepPhos and other predictors for group CMGC, group CAMK, family PKC, family CDK, subfamily PKCa, subfamily CDC2, kinase SRC and kinase PRKCA. Here, DeepPhos (red lines) is compared with PPSP (green lines), GPS (the yellow lines) and MusiteDeep (light orange lines) (Color version of this figure is available at *Bioinformatics* online.)](bty1051f3){#bty1051-F3}

In addition to AUC values, we listed the metrics of Sn, Acc, MCC, Pre and *F*1 scores with the high specificity stringency of different predictors in [Table 2](#bty1051-T2){ref-type="table"} and [Supplementary Table S3](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. From these results, we find that DeepPhos offered a balanced performance with not only good Sn and Pre, but also higher MCC and *F*1 scores. For example, in prediction of group CMGC, DeepPhos achieves the Sn of 67.24%, Acc of 81.07%, MCC of 64.75%, Pre of 93.104% and *F*1 score of 78.10%, while other predictors have lower values. In conclusion, aforementioned analysis shows that DeepPhos obtained better performance in prediction of kinase-specific phosphorylation sites varying from group, family to subfamily and individual kinase level.

###### 

Performance of different predictors for kinase-specific phosphorylation site prediction at the high stringency level

  Kinase    Measure  DeepPhos    GPS     PPSP
  -------- --------- ----------- ------- -------
  Group      Sn(%)   **57.80**   9.83    20.81
  CAMK      Acc(%)   **74.68**   48.42   54.43
            MCC(%)   **55.65**   9.27    23.10
            Pre(%)   **93.46**   70.83   83.72
             F1(%)   **71.43**   17.26   33.33
  Group      Sn(%)   **67.24**   50.10   29.90
  CMGC      Acc(%)   **81.07**   72.47   62.33
            MCC(%)   **64.75**   50.43   32.79
            Pre(%)   **93.14**   91.00   85.79
             F1(%)   **78.10**   64.62   44.35

*Note:* Best performing method in bold.

To further analyze the significance of layer transfer on kinase-specific prediction, we also compared the results of DeepPhos with the model without layer transfer at group level. Take CMAK group as an example, the AUC value of DeepPhos is 90.9%, while the AUC value of model without layer transfer is 84.0%, more details were displayed in [Supplementary Table S4](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. The results show that the application of layer transfer in DeepPhos was significant in kinase-specific phosphorylation prediction for solving the small number of examples with kinase annotation.

3.3 Visualization of learned features
-------------------------------------

In order to distinguish the abstractions generated by our deep learning architecture, we visualized the features extracted by DeepPhos and original one-hot coding of protein sequences in this section. To observe the difference between phosphorylation and non-phosphorylation intuitively, a popular visualization algorithm t-Distributed Stochastic Neighbor Embedding ([@bty1051-B31]) was used here to visualize the results, by which we squeezed the high-dimensional features into 2D space and normalized the value to −1 to 1.Take group CMGC as an example, the representation of abstract features extracted by our architecture and the original sequence features were plotted in [Figure 4](#bty1051-F4){ref-type="fig"}. It is difficult to separate the phosphorylation sites from non-phosphorylation sites by original sequences one-hot coding, while it is much clearer for us to identify these two classes after the abstract representation of DeepPhos. The comparison for some other kinase groups was also displayed in [Supplementary Figure S4](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. Through the visualization of t-Distributed Stochastic Neighbor Embedding, we demonstrated that sequences of raw proteins can be mapped into meaningful representation through the non-linear transformation generated by DeepPhos, which can be helpful for further analysis of phosphorylation sites.

![Visualization of abstract features extracted by DeepPhos and original sequence features by one-hot codings. The red star represents the phosphorylation sites with kinase annotation belonging to group CMGC, the blue dot represents the non-phosphorylation sites (Color version of this figure is available at *Bioinformatics* online.)](bty1051f4){#bty1051-F4}

3.4 Analysis of potential phosphorylation sites
-----------------------------------------------

To evaluate the ability of DeepPhos in discovery of unknown phosphorylation sites, by following previous study ([@bty1051-B45]) we checked the top 20 candidate phosphorylation sites manually from the high-quality protein database Uniport. The candidate phosphorylation sites were extracted from our independent test that are not verified by experiment but likely to be phosphorylation sites according to DeepPhos. The top 20 candidate sites of S/T and Y were listed in [Table 3](#bty1051-T3){ref-type="table"}, [Supplementary Table S5](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, respectively. In [Table 3](#bty1051-T3){ref-type="table"}, we find three sites, i.e. Ser788 of protein Q9H987 that ranks four with score of 0.9637, Ser476 of protein O43526 with score of 0.9393 and Ser783 of protein Q9UPX0 with score of 0.9358, seem to be phosphorylated according to the evidences in Uniport database (bold in [Table 3](#bty1051-T3){ref-type="table"}). These results demonstrated that DeepPhos can be applied to detect unknown phosphorylation sites practically, which can be helpful for discovering the mechanisms of related biological processes.

###### 

The top 20 candidate phosphorylation sites on S/T of independent test

  Rank      Protein     Position  Score          Rank     Protein     Position  Score
  ------- ------------ ---------- ------------ -------- ------------ ---------- ------------
  1          Q8N5F7       217     0.9916          11       Q9HBD4       1458    0.9400
  2          Q9Y438       857     0.9786        **12**   **O43526**   **476**   **0.9393**
  3          Q9NSI6       1822    0.9698          13       O14529       418     0.9391
  **4**    **Q9H987**   **788**   **0.9637**      14       Q5CZC0       6583    0.9380
  5          Q8N3T6       807     0.9598          15       Q8N3T6       557     0.9367
  6          Q9H4Q3       239     0.9549          16       Q15648       1447    0.9362
  7          Q9C0D6       525     0.9546        **17**   **Q9UPX0**   **783**   **0.9359**
  8          Q09MP3        21     0.9545          18       Q6ZQQ6       2242    0.9358
  9          O60393       444     0.9495          19       Q9H0D2       1268    0.9353
  10         O14529       986     0.9475          20       A1L0S7       953     0.9343

*Note:* The sites seem to be phosphorylated according to the evidences in Uniport database in bold.

4 Discussion
============

Phosphorylation is of significance in biological process, which relates to various diseases. Due to the limitations of experimental verifying sites that cost time and money, it is very useful to develop effective computational methods for phosphorylation prediction. Hence, in this study, we propose DeepPhos, a novel deep learning architecture, which can predict potential general phosphorylation sites and kinase-specific sites including group, family, subfamily and individual kinase levels. DeepPhos has a better performance than existing phosphorylation predictors evaluated by independent test. In addition to performance metrics, we visualized the features extracted by DeepPhos, the visualization results show that the proposed architecture can transform protein sequences to meaningful representations. Furthermore, there are evidences in Uniport database corresponding to the highly ranked results, which can be helpful for further biology research.

The major contributions of our work can be summarized as follows. Firstly, different from existing deep learning architectures such as deep learning architectures such as CNN ([@bty1051-B44]), LSTM ([@bty1051-B6]), deep neuron networks ([@bty1051-B49]) in PTM site prediction, the Intra-BCL in each DC-CNN block could assign different weights to input automatically and enhance the flow of phosphorylation information, in this way, useful information can pass to help obtain final decision. Another difference in the architecture of DeepPhos is that application of distinct filter sizes according to different windows can integrate multiple abstracts of sequence features by Inter-BCL, and finally catch the non-linear relationships between original raw protein sequences and the phosphorylation prediction results. Secondly, by applying layer transfer to a pre-trained model using the large amount of phosphorylation data without kinase annotation, the proposed framework can efficiently deal with kinase-specific phosphorylation site prediction including group, family, subfamily and individual kinase level. Meanwhile, the dropout and L2 regularization were also used here to prevent overfitting, leading to better fine-tune and generalization performance. Finally, as an efficient deep learning architecture for protein sequence representation, DeepPhos can be further modified and extended for the tasks of PTM site prediction using the training data of different type of PTMs.

Although our architecture has shown promising performance of phosphorylation site prediction, there are still some limitations that can be further improved. Since the deep learning method is still a black-box ([@bty1051-B30]), our method cannot be explained well with meaningful biological process. Our future work would concentrate on the considerable biological interpretation and carry on to improve the framework by combing some efficient modules, such as the generative adversarial networks ([@bty1051-B15]) and attention mechanisms ([@bty1051-B34]). Although attention mechanisms have been used in PTM site prediction ([@bty1051-B44]), there are some improved attention mechanisms such as spatial ([@bty1051-B5]) and modular attention ([@bty1051-B54]), which can be further explored in future study. In addition, we would use other parameter optimization strategies such as batch normalization ([@bty1051-B20]), for optimizing the parameters of deep learning models. Moreover, features based on amino acid properties or protein function are also very important for PTM site prediction ([@bty1051-B10][@bty1051-B11]; [@bty1051-B38]), which can be further combined with protein sequences in future study. In conclusion, we propose a novel deep learning architecture for phosphorylation site prediction, DeepPhos, which can be applied to reduce the cost and provide clues for further biological research.
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